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Jaw, which determines the rights and duties of the different
branches of the ancient Colonial Governments, having, with
the lapse of time, been gradually ascertained and firmly
established, we must regret any innovation which tends to
deprive the Australian Colonies of the great advantage of
possessing such a code so defined and so maturely con-
sidered.
But great as is the weight that we attach to these con-
siderations, the circumstances under which we actually
approach the question are such as to constrain us, however
reluctantly, to adopt the opinion that the proposed Act of
Parliament should provide for the establishment in each of
the four Australian Colonies of a single House of Legislature
only; one-third of the members of which should be nomin-
ated by Your Majesty and the remaining two-thirds elected
by the Colonists . . . We recommend therefore that the
proposed Act of Parliament should provide for convoking in
each of the four Colonies a Legislature comprising two
estates only, that is, a Governor and a single House, com-
posed of nominees of the Crown and of the representatives
of the people jointly. We also think that in South Australia
and Van Diemen's Land, as in New South Wales and
Victoria, the Legislatures now to be established ought to
have the power of amending their own Constitutions,1 by
resolving either of these single Houses of Legislature into
two Houses. Whatever the result may be in either of the
four Colonies, Tour Majesty will thus at least have the satis-
faction of knowing that free scope has been given for the
influence of public opinion in them all; and that this con-
stitutional question has been finally adjusted in each, w.
accordance with that opinion.
For the same reason we think it desirable that the
Legislatures now to be created should be entrusted with
the power of making any other amendments in their own
Constitutions which time and experience may show to be
1 See on this power Jenkyns' op, c&, pp.

